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Double sided tissue tape
Double sided tissue adhesive tapes

Description of double sided tissue tape:
Double sided tissue tape is making tissue paper as baking, both sides coated with acrylic water or solvent based adhesives and laminated with double side release paper.

Features of double sided tissue tape
Excellent tack and good strength for immediate bonding;
Good resistance to solvent, heat and chemical;
Easy for mounting, laminating and bonding of various surfaces;
Tearing easily by hand, has a fast grabbing acrylic adhesive with excellent holding power and heat resistance;
JT non-woven series tape has the following features, repeated tearing; high tensile strength; high viscosity and no residual stains after the tearing. It can be used in a variety of materials, such as metal, plastic and foams;
Laminating well to a variety of substrates, and performs well over a wide temperature range.
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